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2018 FACILITY
CONDITION ASSESSMENT
City of Cleveland (“City”). With a total constructed area of
approximately 500,000 square feet, the HCCC offers 226,000
square feet of exhibition halls; 50,000 square feet of meeting
rooms and a 32,200-square foot Grand Ballroom.

INTRODUCTION
In July 2016, the Cuyahoga County Convention Facilities Development
Corporation (“CCCFDC”), in collaboration with the Cuyahoga County
Department of Public Works (“County”), awarded a contract to provide
Asset Management Services for the Huntington Convention Center of
Cleveland and the Global Center for Health Innovation to the
consultant team of Conventional Wisdom and Rider Levett Bucknall
(“the Team”).

•

Among the consultant team’s scope of services is the preparation of an
annual report that includes a Facility Condition Assessment; the field
work for this year’s report was conducted from September through
November 2018. The report provides CCCFDC and SMG leadership with
information needed to plan strategically and budget for maintenance
and capital improvement needs in a way that protects the County’s
investment in its valuable public facilities.

ASSESSMENT APPROACH AND TEAM

In preparing this report, the consultant team reviewed maintenance
records, capital expenditure requests and related construction plans
and specifications, followed by a site inspection. The site visit included
discussions with key building management, services and maintenance
staff regarding the condition of the building, current and prior
maintenance practices, replacement of building systems and any preexisting problem areas. Following the site visit, the team updated the
Capital Reserve Account projection, reviewed the one – and five-year
capital repair, improvement and equipment plans with SMG and
presented those recommendations to the County, developed
prioritized recommendations to address outstanding issues and
identified potential areas of improvement that are summarized in this
Facility Condition Assessment report.

FACILITY CONDITION ASSESSMENT
The facilities are located at 1 St. Clair Avenue NE, Cleveland, Ohio. The
site is bounded on the south by St. Clair Avenue NE, on the west by
Ontario Street, East Mall Drive and on the north by the Amtrak right-ofway. The site is bisected by Lakeside Avenue which runs east to west
above portions of the meeting rooms and loading dock.
Opened to the public on June 14, 2013, initial improvements include:
•

Global Center for Health Innovation (“GCHI”) is a four-story
showroom-office building located at the southwest corner of
the site. Three showroom levels of approximately 43,000
square feet each surround a glass-enclosed atrium; the ground
floor includes 59,000 square feet and includes retail spaces and
the Atrium Ballroom. The total constructed area above grade is
240,000 square feet. The facility opened in October 2013.

Huntington Convention Center of Cleveland (“HCCC”) which
was reconstructed as a mostly underground building on the
original convention center site beneath Mall B and Mall C. The
Malls A, B, and C were developed originally as part of the
Burnham Plan and provide an urban park under control of the
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On Wednesday through Friday September 26-28, 2017, a combined
team of staff and consultants performed a detailed walk-through of the
HCCC and GCHI to evaluate the physical condition of the facilities.
Team members and the parties they represent are listed below:
•
•
•
•
•
•

David O’Neal
Rick Schmidt
Scott Sumners
Mike Campo
Mike Mangan
Ana Volsko

Conventional Wisdom
Conventional Wisdom
Rider Levett Bucknall
SMG
SMG
SMG

The overall condition of the complex has been well maintained over
the past year, but some issues are developing as the facility ages and
the lifecycles for certain furnishings and finishes come to an end.
These issues – some anticipated – are described along with the team’s
findings as summarized in the following sections. Issues From The 2017
Inspection are listed by area, along with the corrective measures taken
as a result of the 2017 inspection. Observations During The 2018
Inspection provides a new list of issues, concerns or actions that are
needed to maintain the facilities properly.
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Ballroom. Feedback from current and potential clients indicates
there is no demand for the tent and has been discarded.

BUILDING EXTERIOR
ISSUES FROM THE 2017 INSPECTION

4. East and West Mall Drive – Leaks continue to occur at the tree
pits located along East and West Mall Drive. Repairs are being
made as needed, but this problem will be a recurring
maintenance issue throughout the life of the facility due to the
waterproofing system installed during construction.

1. Atrium East Terrace & Atrium Ballroom Terrace – Repairs were
made to railings and wood benches; boards and screws were
replaced as needed and the benches were treated with water
repellent sealant as part of the preventative maintenance
regimen for the building.
2. St. Clair Avenue Sidewalk – Tree grates along St. Clair Avenue
were removed by the City to secure the site for the 2016
Republican National Convention. SMG has corresponded with
the City about replacing the grates; the City responded that the
grates will not be replaced. SMG replaced the tree grates in Fall
2018.

3. Atrium Ballroom Terrace – Infrastructure improvements were
considered to permit installation of a temporary tent structure
to cover portions of the terrace located west of the Atrium
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5. Urban Farm – The night light at the exterior door from the
kitchen to the urban farm on Level C5 that was attracting bugs
has been changed.

2017, typical condition

2018, typical condition

8. GCHI Roof – Galvanized steel stairs and platforms have been
installed at several interior access doorways onto the roof from
the mechanical penthouse and in other service areas.
OBSERVATIONS DURING THE 2018 INSPECTION

1. St. Clair and Lakeside Entrances – The Department of
Homeland Security (“DHS”) prepared a confidential security
assessment report as part of its site preparations for the 2016
Republican National Convention. The report included
recommended improvements to the exterior of the facilities
and operational procedures.

6. GCHI Roof – The exposed structural framing for the mechanical
equipment has been cleaned, prepared and painted.
7. GCHI Roof – Algae that accumulated over the fire protection
near the access doorway has been cleaned from the framing
and the adjacent vent has been modified to prevent future
issues.

The Team and SMG will provide a status report to the CCCFDC
Board on implementation of the improvement
recommendations made in the DHS report. Most of the
operational and staffing recommendations have been
incorporated into SMG’s standard operating model.
In November 2018, an architectural review of exterior
improvements was conducted by LMN Architects and GGN,
respectively the facility’s original architect and landscape
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6. Level C5 Stair 01 – Beam appears to be cracking; however, staff
indicates only the fireproofing is affected. Need to confirm
condition and repair, as needed.

architect, and their draft report on exterior improvements will
be presented in December 2018.
2. St. Clair Entrance – The lighting beneath the overhang at the
entrance is inoperable; replacements parts are unavailable. The
lighting is scheduled for replacement in 2019.
3. Building Exterior – LED signage is aging and has poor
resolution. A sample upgraded video panel is being tested with
all units scheduled to be replaced in 2019.

4. Atrium Terrace East – Security/control barriers must be
installed permanently, per liquor license, to allow use of
exterior space east of the Atrium for events serving alcohol.
This area will be included with the exterior improvements draft
report due from LMN/GGN in December 2018.
5. Level C5 Stair 02 – Flying insect infiltration continues to be an
issue adjacent to the exit doors. Consider installing a bug
zapper.
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ballroom. Repair and reconditioning of the panels should be
anticipated within the next year or two.

7. Urban Farm – Plans were developed by Richard L Bowen
Architects (“RLBA”), and bids received for a storage building to
house items currently stored inside of Level C5 Stair 02 that are
used in support of the Urban Farm located outside of Level C5
beneath the Grand Ballroom. Those bids were determined to
be too costly and a simpler solution of multiple storage sheds is
being pursued currently by SMG and RLBA.

5. Atrium Ballroom – A permanent lighting truss should be
installed to reduce production costs for events using the
Atrium Ballroom.
6. Concourse C2 – Carpet on the steps near Meeting Room 6 and
the Hilton connector has been replaced to provide the needed
contrast to the surrounding concourse carpeting.

8. Urban Farm – The exterior doors from the kitchen to the urban
farm on Level C5 are suffering from extensive use and may
require replacement to achieve a proper, environmentallysound seal.

CONVENTION CENTER INTERIOR
ISSUES FROM THE 2017 INSPECTION

1. Exit Stairwells – Motion sensors have been installed in GCHI
exit stairwells to allow reduction from the 24/7, full-lighting
level to a minimal lighting level that is increased to full when
occupancy in the stairwells is detected.
2. Atrium Furniture – Damage to the corners of the plastic
laminate tables is occurring during temporary relocation and
storage. In the short-term, storage carts with formed padding
are being used to limit damage from handling.

7. Exhibition Halls – Caulk joints in the concrete floors are being
inspected periodically by staff for noticeable gaps or concrete
spalling. Joints with significant damage or caulk failure are
being repaired by a local vendor between events, as
reasonable time windows allow.

3. Atrium Ballroom – The service door between the Atrium
Ballroom and the pantry was repaired, repainted and
permanent protection added to avoid future damage.

8. Kitchen – The water softener system is in the process of being
installed during the slow time at the end of the calendar year.

4. Atrium Ballroom – The damage to vinyl wallcovering on the
operable walls in the Atrium Ballroom has been repaired along
with damage noted along the walls in the northeast corner of
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11. Kitchen Commissary – The walk-in cooler located in the
commissary has been converted to a freezer as originally
planned.

9. Kitchen – The Eloma ovens were replaced with industry-leader
Rational-brand equipment. The installation required upgrading
the electrical service from 120 – to 208-volts.

12. Atrium and Concourses C2, C3 and C4 – SMG and Zenith
Electric replaced the color LEDs in overhead signage
throughout the facilities that failed. New lighting units, drivers
and controlling software were required because the original
manufacturer is out of business. SMG explored replacing color
LEDs on the signs with pure white. Clients preferred the ability
to color coordinate with their specific events. The incremental
price was nominal for color over white LEDs.
13. Concourses C2 and C3 – Privacy pods for nursing mothers have
been installed in concourses.
14. Utilidor – A permanent compressed air system has been
installed that can be routed to different zones of the exhibition
halls as required for events scheduled in 2019. The existing
portable compressor will provide either limited service to an
area or boost overall capacity.
15. Utilidor – Galvanized steel stairs and platforms were fabricated
and installed for the interior service hatches and doorways at
grade separations.

10. Kitchen – Staff reported an issue with a walk-in freezer door,
and handled repair in a cost-efficient manner by fabricating a
sheet metal piece, rather than purchasing a manufacturerrecommended piece.
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4. Atrium and Grand Ballrooms – These two Ballrooms are among
the heaviest utilized areas within the complex and provide
areas for food service, light displays, plenary sessions and large
social events. The carpeting in these room has exceeded its
planned life and should be replaced in 2020 with an updated
pattern and design that hides stains and resists showing wear.

OBSERVATIONS DURING THE 2018 INSPECTION

1. Atrium Level – Construction of Starbucks, expanded Au Bon
Pain and UPS Store was completed last spring.

5. In the Atrium Ballroom a common room setup requires
electrical cables to cross the entry doorway. The current
practice is to use elevated cable covers, a potential trip hazard.
Some facilities integrate a flange into the door header to hold
cables above the doors, a modification to be considered here.

2. Atrium – Atrium furniture is showing significant signs of wear
and is scheduled for replacement in 2019. An effective
carting/storage system should be part of the procurement of
new Atrium and concourse furniture.
3. Atrium – The typical Atrium
configuration presents
challenges to connect outlets in
the tables to the floor boxes.
This recurring problem will be
addressed as new furniture is
procured for the Atrium and
seating arrangements designed
to incorporate the floor box
locations. New covers have
been ordered and will be
replaced this winter.
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the new furniture to create “power stations” like those used in
other facilities.

6. Concourse C2 – The vast majority of people using the HCCC and
GCHI travel through Concourse C2. This carpet has reached the
end of its useful life (typically five years) and needs
replacement. Cleaning and stain treatments have been heroic,
given that this is the most heavily trafficked Concourse in the
complex, but carpet wear is extensive.

9. Two sets of glass entry doors on Concourse C2 are being
modified to have electronic hold-opens that are tied into the
life safety system and will close in an emergency. These will
ease traffic flow and assist with crowd management.

7. Meeting Rooms 1 through 26 – Meeting Rooms continue to be
maintained in very good condition. An additional two years of
life should be expected from the carpeting in these rooms.

10. Door-access card readers are being replaced to upgrade from
the original manually-programmed units to remoteprogrammable units. The change reduces manpower and time
needed to change-over while improving customer service.

8. Concourses C2, C3 and C4 – The lobby furniture in these
Concourses contain electrical outlets to provide charging for
personal electronics. Those outlets have failed, and new
furniture will be procured over the next year or two. Both 120v
convenience outlets and USB connections should be built into

11. Concourse C3 – LED banner signs at exhibition hall entrances
are beginning to fail. As with other LED signs in the facilities,
replacement parts are unavailable. Consider replacing with a
larger format sign.
12. Concourse C3 – Facility and show management desire to
control visual access to the exhibition halls from the Concourse
through the use of a screen, blinds or applied translucent film.
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17. Utilidor – Water seepage and infiltration into the utilidor
continues. Several new cracks have developed in the utilidor
walls and the level above the floor at which water infiltrates
has risen notably. These cracks have been pressure grouted
and are monitored by SMG staff.

13. Atrium, Concourse C3 and Lakeside Lobby – Video screen is
square format and too small for areas installed; consider
enlarging and reconfiguring to 4:3, 16:9 (preferred) or another
typical video format.

Current square format

Typical 16:9 format

14. Exhibition Hall Level West Service Corridor – Water levels near
the inspection hatch located beneath the Atrium have
increased dramatically in the past several months. Water is
accumulating between the historic and structural “bathtub”
from the original building and the exterior walls of the new
facilities. Water in this space must be tested before it is
removed. Several causes of this rise in water level have been
theorized, including leaks from surrounding City water lines to
an increase in overall ground water levels.

LOADING DOCK
ISSUES FROM THE 2017 INSPECTION

15. Exhibition Hall – Need to confirm adequacy of WiFi coverage
within the exhibition areas.

1. Loading Dock & Truck Apron – SMG re-lamped the metal halide
fixtures in the loading docks using a plug-compatible LED
cluster with extensive rebates from the local utility company.

16. Exhibition Hall – Need to repair the bent hanging points located
on the Exhibition Hall’s structural steel.

2. Truck Apron – Bumpers are currently installed at all dock
positions with levelers. The loading bays that do not have dock
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4. Loading Dock – Certain areas on the loading dock have become
polished from use and pose a potential floor slip issue. Bead
blasting may be considered as one solution.

levelers are showing significant wear/damage and could use
dock bumpers to protect the concrete, signage and power
connectors. The challenge has been finding bumpers thin
enough to protect yet minimize the gap at a parked truck.

3. Loading Dock and Truck Apron – New signage has been
installed to enhance safety in the operation of loading and
unloading activities.

OBSERVATIONS DURING THE 2018 INSPECTION

1. Truck Apron – Additional modifications to the curb cut and
railing at the drive-in to Hall C have been discussed and are
under development to improve access from the loading docks.

4. Some of the Contractor Offices in the service corridor behind
Meeting Rooms 13 to 23 apparently have issues with heating /
cooling; suggest having HVAC technician address this fix and
provide acceptable temperature control.

BUILDING SYSTEMS
OBSERVATIONS DURING THE 2018 INSPECTION

1. Data/Telecomm – Demand for Wi-Fi services continue to grow
exponentially, affecting both the number of concurrent
connections and bandwidth (speed). While the current level of
service is well-matched to demand, significant annual
investment in technology infrastructure will be required to
continue meeting guest expectations.

Concrete infill transition

2. Data/Telecomm – Planning must consider that 5G services will
become available in the next 24 months.
2. Loading Dock – Consider noise abatement such as Tectum
panels on the exterior wall or suspended lapendaries. Noise
levels were observed to be in the 85-90 dB range with
significant reverberation.

3. Video Displays – The video display panels and PC media players
for the digital signage system are approaching their end-of-life
period after roughly five years of operation. Components are
being replaced as equipment failure occurs, but it may be
necessary to look at a systemwide upgrade using higher-quality
commercial-grade monitors and players.

3. Loading Dock – Need to add side railings and fall protection at
truck dock slips to avoid falls from the loading dock to the truck
apron.
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4. Level 5 Mechanical Penthouse – Stored materials have been
reorganized and consolidated into areas specific to different
building trades. Warehouse shelving and/or cages are to be
installed to increase usable space and enhance inventory
control.

4. Video Displays – A related topic previously discussed would be
to expand the video walls in the Atrium, Lakeside Lobby and
Concourse C3 from six to nine panels. Research indicates that a
3X3 panel matrix configuration (16:9 format) is more
commonly used in other facilities and more easily adapted to
user video requirements. The incremental cost for the
additional panels should be relatively small.

OBSERVATIONS DURING THE 2018 INSPECTION

1. GCHI – Directional signage near the elevators on all levels is
outdated and contains incorrect information. The signs should
be replaced with electronic signs.

5. Security Systems – The servers and digital storage for the
security system were being problematic; hardware reliability
and support for the operating system software is outdated. The
entire back-office security support system has recently been
upgraded.

2. GCHI Conveyance – Elevator P3 is noisy and shudders; needs
service.

GLOBAL CENTER INTERIOR

3. Level 2 and 3 Concourses – Re-lamping in the Concourses on
Levels 2 and 3 is still needed.

ISSUES FROM THE 2017 INSPECTION

4. Level 2 and 3 – Signage for tenants that have relocated out of
the facility has been removed.

1. Level 2 and 3 Tenant Space – Initial fit-out of undeveloped
tenant spaces is complete and has been used as meeting space
to supplement HCCC conventions and exhibitions.

5. Level 4 – Electrical infrastructure (buss) continues to provide a
significant amount of noise in the unimproved space at the
south side. Acoustical solutions will need to be incorporated
upon build-out.

2. Level 2 and 3 Concourses – Concourse carpet shows significant
wear and is scheduled for replacement in 2019 once all
construction is complete.

6. Level 5 Mechanical Penthouse – 100hp motor # SEF-3B at roof
is not functional; consider replacement.

3. Level 2 and 3 Concourses – Re-lamping in the Concourses is
needed. Individual failures noted by a change in color will soon
affect all of the fixtures; replacement of all bulbs is the most
cost-effective way to complete this task.

7. Level 5 Mechanical Penthouse – Staff has wrapped the large
exhaust duct to provide insulation at a cost of approximately
$25,000; anticipated payback is 3 years.
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Sustainable Event Standards certification as marketing tools to
attract events.

POTENTIAL CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS

1. Multiple design concepts have been prepared to evaluate the
addition of escalators linking the Atrium to Level 2 of the
Global Center in anticipation of increased public traffic from
new tenants and a possible pedestrian bridge link to the
Marriott Key Center.
There are concerns about possible negative structural impacts
of a proposed escalator position that would land on the Level 2
bridge in the southeast corner of the Atrium near the St. Clair
Avenue entrance. Additional study of structural implications
has been ordered.
2. One- and five-year capital improvements memoranda and
capital reserve funding requirements have been prepared and
presented to the CCCFDC Board.

RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Compete the proposed upgrade to the LED wayfinding signage.
2. Complete the proposed replacement and upgrade to the video
displays at entrance doors to ballrooms and meeting rooms.
3. Expand the video walls from six to nine monitors at all
locations.
4. Design and construct charging stations for personal electronic
devices throughout the concourses.
5. Review key management policies and procedures for the Fire
Command Center.
6. Staff recommended pursuing LEED O&M - Existing Building
Certification for as well as APEX/ASTM Environmentally
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